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INTERMOLECULAR ExPLOSIVES

I. B. Akst
LOS Ala o; National Laboratory

Grouo M-3, MS J960
Los Alamos New Mexico 87545

t
Tne steaay-st~te detonation cfsaracterlstics “f a few intermolec-
ular explosives are examinea along with resuits of wed e ●x9erl-
ments on initiation and reaction gro tn in one system 7EAK),
towara a better understand~~g of this class of ●xtflosfves. The
importance of factors sucn as proa”~ts and tnelr s[a[es, and
temperature. to pe:-formance of tnese systems and ●xDloslve; in
general 1s atscussea.

iiyarogen comDo”nas may tse suDerlo- enough to cartfon and lts
Cowounds as fuels ana products ‘or quick metal-acCel~ratl ng
explosives tt,at tne effect of tne generally lower density Is
Offset. tilgn temperatures and cc.nf!ensation of solla Droducts
are gro~ably tne main causes of late aDpearancc of energy in
metal motion.

Tne -,nus”al snock sensitiveness and ●xDloslveness of EAK al-e
inaicatea By wedge results !nCludlny Dseudo-poD-Dlots of
Overtaking waves. and by Dlots of shock ~eloclty wersus transit
alstdnce in the wedges.

.—

lNTROOUCTION

Intermole:”lar exD]osiw@s are the

most u.ed class. but not the most
researcnefl nor tne test understand.
TneY can Lse aeflned as a class of com-

F)osit?s In which a significant Dart of
tne performance comes from fast reac-
tions Det=?en mlxea suDstan:es. A
Drin~lDal criterion ana afm 1s synergy,
~erformance greater than tnat of tne
Indlwltjual components. Tne research
and ,+GDlicatlons Studlet have as a

Durou:e the better Ufiderstanaing of
these systems; tnis Miqht result ffi
the fl@velOPIIIenK Of tSettt?r eXDIOS1.QS

by transcenalng some of the Dresefit
llmlts @n staoil!ty, sensitivity, lefi-
SfK~, Performance. ease of manufacture,
aiallaolllty, afiilcost uf sifigle co~-
Dcj”n~s -

Tne ~omet iatorlal rea~tions of
intermolecular are In contrast tg 11~-
comDosttlon In m~nom~lecular (an easier
term than {ntramoleCularj exDl~s\wp5
and the lntermefllate pprfa-fnance In
mixtures of ess~ntlally noninter:-pac-
LiWe c~mDosltes suCh as CYC1O?O1S and
m~n~mol~cul&r~ ijlluted with lne-t~.
Average and m&ximtim dl~tances b~twepn
renct,sntS are ,nrgers of magnltufle

greater fn Intermolec”lars than ffl

monomolecular, res”ltlng in mucn more
mass transport Defore reiction and a
broader sDectr~m .jf reaction tires.
Reaction oraers are at leaSt SuISerfl-
cially alfferent als , the pr\nCIDal

tyDe befng

A - ‘... ● C*... .B

witn the reac:lon tytie

A ● B - C ‘...

~efng d~minant In monomoleCula,-c ts”t
not as imDortant fn Intermolec”lars.
Ho-ever, the or’ters may not be very
fjifferpnt If one of the .eactants IS
itself an cxoloslwe, andior the impor-
I nt ●nergy-DrOducing reactions oet.een

!dlzCr and fuel mol:tle; aF@ Drwccded
b, intermediate tjeccmposition ro”te-
inta tnosc moletles in Particular mono-

moIeculars.

In a~d!tion to these Drinclpal
intrinsfc differences, the materials

uSed in many intermolecular are chem-
ically q“lte different from the com-

oounds gf most common monomolecular
pxplgsives. lhts Is no doubt a rpsult
of the former being so heavily uSed

lnd,~strfelly, where ciost and @erfiarm–
aIILE CQnsfd~ratf~”s fire gffferent from

1
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ttvose of ●tlltary explosives. Using
tne ideas of one world In tnc other,
particularly to yield new exf)lOSfVeS
with special characteristics for mili-
tary use, has resulted in some explor-
ations which have tIroaucevY Dractical
formulat~ons and which can be used to
further the $clence of exDloslves in
general.

There are stfll otner differences,
some of them, like microstructure Or
pbrf.icie size, related tn the intrinsic
cllfferences above. I mould like to

focus on tne apoarent effect of some
chemical differences on steady-state
deton~tion, and ;hen describe some non-

Steaay-state effects seen in one sys-
tem, EAti, which Is a eutectlc composi-
tion (46/46/8 ty weight, al SO =lth
variation) of ztnyleneolismlne

dlnitrate (EDDj. ammonfkm nitrate
[AN), and Dotasslum nftrate (Kh!.

FxPEitlMEMTAL

The materlal$ qnd acaulSitfOn Of

most of tne data have been descrlbeo
previously !1.2,3,4,51. Material for
tne wedge tests was made cy Group M-1
at Los ~lam~s. Wbst was made f)y syn-
tnesizlng EDD as described in (5],
melting lt wltn AN ana KM in a kettle,
a~a then casting it into cyllnarical
molds from wh:ch weages were machined
lfi several Orlentat!ons wItn reioect

cc the Castlnq geom~try. Some tAK -as
made by synthesizing and meltlng ul,~er

Derchloroethylene. and ~le set O+
wedges -as made by pressing after
granulation In Cola DarChloroethyl,:n~.

The weage test for Quantltatl+m

aeterminatlan cf shack senslti.i*y hos
Deen descr~bea elsewhere (6} an~, was
used with wea es not less than 76 mm
in _idth ana !50 mm lcng. Tpe weage

angl~ was 30” far mast test-. w~th a
maximum run of 55 m:; a fe. of rne

e~rly tests used 25 ang a maximum run
of 30 mm. One test was carrlsd out In

@ouble width [Witn a 3’Xl-~fi-dfameter
plan?-wave lens reDl@-lng the usual
200 mm one) !a asxure that erosion of
shock stre,,gth fro.. the slaes (IId nnt
OCCur duI ~ng the rep run.

STEAEIY.STATE D~TONQTIUN

Mass trans~ort. longer reactl~n
time, ~nd ,!ffer@nt react-@n orders

not-fthftdnding, the reaction frunt

velaclt. (aet~n.st!cn 5DDed, 0) may bc
faster and the DerfrrInanc~ higher. I]otn
calcl.,attonall~ and exDprl.fientally. In
particular ~ntermolecular syStemS than
in sgme d~t~natinq monfimi~leculars of

the same density and availab:e thermc.-
chemical energy. This can be true ●ven
when one of the intermolecular partnerS
{S itse!f a h,3h-performing {deal mono-
molecular. Rote the EA systems tn
Table 1, especially EAK (50/42.5/7.5
by weight). Its D of 8.02 kmls in 10;
mm diameter confined in 10 mm of c.~txrer
is above thase (7.86 and 7.73 kmls
calculated Dy the Tiger code using the
BKwR equation of state (7) or hj tne
Kamlet-Jacobs short methoa (E), and
above that of EDD. EDD is a Dowerful
explosive. with both D--7.7 kmis at
high density--anti pressur: [about 23
Gpa) higne~ than TMT. 1[ is not
necessary, although It may be
advantageous, for tne intermolecularly
reacting Partners t~ be themselves
dett!nable. as nas teen demonstrated in
an all-sol itjs system (4j ana varicus
ones mltn a lla..ia comDonent, such as
AriF(j.

In somq cases the evsuatlon of
state calculat~onal a,fferences are
greater ?nan the difference between
pxDerim:nt ana iaeal calculation.

high Dressure ana relatively fast

reactlan art suggested by high aetona-
tljn sDeed. Performance synergism IS
vzrlfled Dy metal groDulsion as in
neavlly confinca Dlate-sent tests II}
small alameter (1,2,5) and cyllnaer
tests (l,Z). Table I. But these tests
integrate Dressure-[lme variables,
hence ISO not necessarily confirm hign
gressure or .er: fast reaction. In
fact, very nl?h pressures can hardly
have occurred In the conflnca Dlate-
aent tests. w’,icn haa maximum ;nock

(aetonatlon) velocities of 5 or 6 km/s
[1,2,4,5) IlecaUs* of the small diam-
●ter.

It may Be rioted that reaction rare
er reaCtlGfi zone ●ffects may be reflec-
ted in tne cylinder tps: Dy chanqes in
ii w.th diameter. while the cy!lnaer

-all energy may ar ma, not be lnwarlant

over the same range of alameter?: EAR

(15 Wtx RDx) increases
1
reatly in D

from 25.4 to 50.8 ECJ 10 .6 mm, WtIIlC
the cylinder energy (wall s~eeal
Changes very s’ightly, observable anl~
tvy small ChangeS ~n arrival [Imps at
particular expansian al<~anCeS, wh~ch

Is an lnt?grst~on af the wall Velocity.
‘A 50/50 increases III both G and ?flerg~
with aiameter. as dia an alumln~mi
perfnlorate f~rmula[lofi reDortefz b~
Finyer et al. (9).

~tner s}stems may Flela exDerf-
mgltal sDeea~. Dressures. *nfl pprf,orm.
ante cnnstderably 10mPr than azDeCrea.

Even though they are or apDear to h!!
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similar to well-performing intermol-
eculisrs in stoichiometri~s (oxygen
balance), potential chemical energies,
density, and detonability. They may
even have the same oxidizers and cal-
culate as well. The TNT mixtures,
Amatols, in Tabl? I are of that nature;
TAT17 in mixture with lithium nitrate
appears to be of that kind also (10).
On the ~ther hand, hydrazine/hydrazine
nitr~te syst~ms perform well

[
11), as

does the eutectic of ADNT/AN 1,12).

The differences in performance are
hypothesized to be a result of differ-
ent reactants-- fuels, mostly, because
there seems to be a better present
chance to decode carbon-hydrogen dif-
ferences than, for example, oxygen-
f’uorine differences, although there
is progress there (13). Ffeactant dif-
ferences Ieisd to differences in prod-
ucts and their states, or detonation
characteristics including the quantity
of gas, the average molecuiar tielght
of the gases, and detonation tempera-
ture, Table 11 gives those parameters
for some hydrogen and carbon fuel sys-
tems.

It is suggested that hydrogen is
a better fuel than carbon for producing
higher performance of some kinds, in-
cluding metal acceleration, at least
in moderate explosive mass to metal
mass ratios, This thesis is supported
by observations made previously (l):
the speed with which energy delivery
{s effected is tndica;ed Jy the ratios
of energies at ?xpansions of 7 and 2
times t e or{glnal volume, that is

!

!~~{~?)ve!!~~!y! ‘~tc~!i~!~~ !~~~orted
by a paper on the chemistry of detona-
tions (14) in which higher mole frac-
tions of water are observed to corre-
late well with early cylinder energy
that Is, by smaller raiios of (v /v2\2,

iwhile explosives having more car on
products have hi her rctios; and by an
observation In (?5), in which it was
noted that HNO explosives deviated
ptisitlvely from the performance pre-
dicted by an otherwise ti ht correla-
tion and fitted equation !15), WtI!Ie
CNOS deviated negatively.

Four hypotheses about hydrog?n
and its products being b?tter than
carbon in this performance connection
are;

(1) More gas {s produced, As-
suming that an explosive charge IS
volume-limited and that. the hydrogenous
exploslvc has densit) ;omparable to
carbonaceous explosive (although on the
whole it Is lower, in practice it nec[i

not be
!
reistly so), then there are

more mo es o? hydrogen than carbon,
and there can be more moles of water
than carbon oxides by 1.56-2.44 to 1
(H20/cwi20/co ).

{
On average, includ-

ing lower dens ty, the rttio of H/C
oxide gases predicied by simple stoi-
chiometry will be somewh, re near 2.
In thermohydrodynamic code calcula-
tions and experiment, the ratios of
the total gases are nearer 4/3. See
Table 11 for some numbers.

(2) The average moleculf~ ::d::t
of the qases wI1l be lower.
are no solid p~oducts, of course the
molecular weight is the reciprocal of
the numb~r of moles of gas produced,
so the more gas, the lower the MU. In
reaction motors or in Oefourneaux’s
thesis on propulsion by explosives
(16), the velocity of the racket or
the metal, respectively, is inversmly
~ roportional to the molecular we$ght
of the working fluid gas,

(3) The temperature of the fluid
is lower. The various thermohydro-
dynamic codes calculate detonation
temperature: of water-rich syste~:
perhaps 500 K or more lower than
C02-rich systems, The total thermo-
chemical cllergies of the two kinds of
systems can easily be about the same;
EA systems heats of detonation are
close to those of TNT and Amatols,
both calculationally and by calori-
metry (17,1) on both weight and VO’
bases. If total energies are eq~a’
then partition to lower rotational
vibrational energies means greater
translation~l energy,

(4) Transitional states of C,
during explosive de:omposlti~~ may
produce thermic events nf a nature
usually considered, It has been
reported (18) that at CJ all molecular
bonds are broken. If that occurs, or
to the extent that occurs, carbon not
yet reacted nor condensed to solids or
Quaji solids is effectively a gas (if
not ionized), which has the high posi-
tive hea+ ot formation of +172 ~cal/mol
or o,er 14 kcal/ym, The heat sink of
unreacted, uncondens~d carbon would
reduce the system’s immediately
available eneryy, while the carbon
would not be a good low-molacular-
weight gas because of Its @lcvated
thermal state and the ~nsutng -on,..
densatlon.

ume

~nd

rbon

not

A1’lmfnurn is a fuel of interest
and Pragmatic importance, diff~ring
from carbon in practlcn becousp it Is
usually In elemental part!cla~ In
formulations. If small partlclos were

3
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TABLE I

PERFORMANCE IN CYLINOER TESTS

Kplosive Diameter
mm

TMO E% Hall Velocity knt/s
VI “O-* “o-’ I “O-11

NT 25.4 1.63 98.5 6.99 1,23 1.40 1.46

Do 24.4 1.55 97.2 7.55 1.29 1.44 1.46

omp 8 64 ROX 25.4 1.72 98.5 7.99 1.44 1.63 1.68

A 50/50 25.4
50.8

101.6

1.60
1.59
1.61

96.5
95.9
97.1

6+
7.67
7.37

1.06
1.28
1.34

1.24
1.45
1.49

1.33
1.50
1.53

AK 50/42.5/7.5 101.6 1.64 98.5 8.02 1.33 1.4: 1.52

1.35
1.36
1.36

AK 42,5/42.5/15 25.4
50.8
101.6

1.62
1.60
1.6;

96.6
95.4
97.2

6.93
7.70
8.17

1.52
1.50
1.s0

1.97
1.56
1.5s

ARL-1, 5.2 Al 50,8
101.6

1.65
1.66

96.4
97.0

7.46
8.02

1.34
1.37

1,51
1.54

1.52
1.61

ARL-2, 14.8 Al 50.8
101.6

1.72
1.71

96.8
96.2

7.23
7.70

1.30
1,39

1.46
1.61

1.49
1.69

matol 57AN 5pm 25.4
54AN 25um 50.8

1.61
1,61

95.1
95.2

6.07
6,05

1.01
1.01

1,18
1.18

1.23
1.24

ompositfon> are weight percent. Cylinder wall thickness wat 0.1 x I.D. (didmeter
hewn). Amatol data courtesy F. Helm , 0. 8reithaupt, R. t4cGuire, Lawr?nce Ltvermore
atfonal Laboratory.

TALILL II

SOW. CALCULAIID PROIXICI ANO o21ONATIOM PhW4fTLRS

gnf404!y ~W! hollm KSN’ .-l . . ..+.+lT._T.._-..-T BKU
. . . . . . .

AtiwIs
* -. N

~... -. ~.- ..l._...T_...-T_..._T

M/c H/(M~c) ml\/kg !@mOl m018/kQ mols/kg “K km/4 QPa mols/kIJ “K kml$ QPa

—.,.,*=*:*X=-,.<, ?: ?,,,,.?,. . . . . . . . . . . -.,:, -.,. ? -, ,-. TX-I,, ,,.., . , -a*mam*m**.- —,, es****f**7*7xv=. xv=.-

TNT 0,71 5,6 ?5.3 7a.5 23.1 27.9 2111 ),18 20,4 28,5 2905 6.99 20.0

MC1OI (WAN) 1,14 20,0 16,1 25,? 5,5 3b.4 2421 6.1? 26.0 $6.3 1616 8.45 24.9

htol (/9u4) 6,11 35,9 22.8 ?5.1 o 40,0 /266 8.b6 29.5 40.0 1292 8,?4 31. /

TATS 1,00 1,1 /9,1 It,? 11,4 a ,0 ?1// 11.w 31,3 29,1 2126 ?,8S 29. ?

t44K 2 .Ou 14,1 33,8 tr, ? 6,8 33a 3W3 ‘2, M 40,2 33,0 ?264 9,01 32.4

ilxl !.m ?404 40,3 22,4 0,1 40,3 2140 ?.18 24,1 40,3 11)7 (2,49 t?,a

2A44/66 11.00 41,8 42,2 23,1 u 42.2 ?176 8,66 28,3 42.2 l19b 0.05 20,5

4
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converted to is gas by the detonation
or by liberation from a compound, as
suggested for carbon, the ●ffects
might be quite similar to those of
cisrbon: Upon forming individual
molecules of oxides, those too would
be what is norrrnlly a solid in the
gaseous state, with very high positive
heat of formation and a hard-to-
predict thermic situation dependent on
condensation states and rates.

The effects of aluminum on per-
formance in moder~te time frames such
as in the cylinder test or plate dent
may change considerably with variations
in the amount in the formulation: In
relatively small quantities in fine
particulate form it may help by both
burning and condensing quickly enough
to raise the ambient temperature of
the fluid and thereby increase the
Overall reaction rate; the influence
of temperature on the reaction rate {S
oiscussed by McGuire in this symposium
(lo). In larger amounts the times
might be too lon .

!
The formulations

EARL-1 and EARL- have approximately 5
and 15 percent by weight aluminum (5
to 20 micrometers diameter), and as
may be seen from the cylinder data of
Tah~e ], the lesser amount of aluminum
depressr?d the detonation veloc{ty of
the nonaluminized EAR only slightly in
either 50 or 100 mm diameter, with O
over 8 km/s in the larger size. At
the same time it had little if ally
effect on the energy in 50 mm diameter
but increased it {n 100 mm diameter at
expansions cjreacer than V/Vo - 2, The
greater amount of aluminum reduced the
detonation velocity in both sizes and
rcducs?d the cylinder energy in 50 mm
diameter but increased it si nifi.
cdctly at dll expansions in 100 mm
size. Such crossf~vers puint toward
nonlossy ways to tailor energetic
effects.

WEOGE TESTS OF SHOCK INITIATION

One of the effects of plane shocks
of moderate duration in [AK was a
rather linear Increase in shock speed
throu h the wedge thickness (maximum
55 mm ! over a wide range of i~iput
pressures. Slopes and intercepts are
shown in Fig, 1, which illustrates the
effects of input pressure and comoosi-
t~on proportions. The eutect{c EhK
composition, 46/46/8 by weight, {s
appa~en’,ly more sensitive than 50/42/8,
even though there is less of th~ deton-
able c)mponento EI)O. it is not unrea-
sonable to expect the sensitivity to be
near the maximum at eutectic propor-
tions because the intlm~cy of mixing
shou!d be greatest and the effect of

particle size smallest. Reducing the
EOD to 42/50/8 depressed sensitivity
and produced almost the only failing
waves observed, in 4 out of 5 tests.

Some batches appeared to have a
low maximum velocity. This could mask
classical transitions to high detona-
tion velocity, and can ●ven give the
impression of failing, if the input
shock is very strong, overdrivlng the
materials, as in Batch 334, Fig. 2.
The low performance is ~robably a
result of coarse microstructure, as
seen, along with considerable aniso-
tropy, in Figs. 3 through 6. These
scanning electron micrographs are from
three mutually orthogonal cuts of the
same sample, the fourth picture iden-
tifying the particles which are AN.

There were a few occurrences of
the classical wedge-test result, rapid
transition to high-speed detonation.
One of these is seen in Fig. 7, where
there is also evidence of overshoot to
higher-than-normal O.

F~gures 8 and 9 show two other
responses often seen. One (Fig. 8)
shows fairly steady shock velocity
increases through the wedge after a
period of 20 mm or so of no accelera-
tion, implying slow or late growth in
reaction behind the front, There is a
suggestion of an overtaking wave at
35 mm, followed by further linear
increase in velocity to near-norm~l D.
In Fig. 9 there is evidence of insta-
bility, possibly reflecting irregular-
ity and anisotropy in the microstruc-
ture; the structure of the shock
progress is very complex, with, possi-
bly, more than one transition.

Figure 10 shows shock velocicy
decreasing, taken to be incipient
faiiure in EAK 42.

Because of the dearth of clear,
quick transitions to known high deton-
ation velocity, true Pop-piots could
not be fitted; but nonlinear increases
In velocity of the shock suggpsted
overtaking waves often enough to try
fitting distances to these “transi-
tions to input pressure in log-log
space, In Fig. 11, which also includes
Pop-plots of several standard materials
for comparison, the right ends of these
plots occupy positions near those of
insensitive exclusives, but with rela-
tively long run even at high pres-
sures. Tht slopes are much flatter,
putting the left ends nearer the region
of more seositive explosives, with only
moderately longer runs at lower pres-
sures than at h~gh pressures,

5
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t I I I *-I-J
o RUN OISTANCE IN WEOGE (mm) 50

Ftg. 1. Slopes and intercepts, or
initial and final veloc-
ities. T)le eutec tic com-
position (EAK 46) is appar-

ently more reacttve than one

with more of the detonable
component, EDD (EAK 50). EAK
42 dtsplayed inctpient fa{l-
ure.

Fig. 2.

7.0 -

6.0 -

r

t i

~L—L_.—L -/
o RLM DISTANCE IN WEOGC [mm) >0

Slopes and intercepts, or
initial and final veloc-
ities. Batch 334 appa,”ently
has a maximum O of about 6
kmls, even when directly
inlttated by Comp. B (upper
line) and not too btgh den-
sity, with 6% voids). Batch
154 shots had only 1% voids.

Ftg. 3.

See next page for description,
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Fig. 6,

Figs. 3, - 6. Scanning electron micrographs of a sample of cast EAK 46 cut in
three mutually orthogonal planes. Fig. 5 is along the cleavage
plane. Fig. 6 is a potassium x-ray distribution map of the field
in Fig, 5.

10 I I I 1 1 I 1 1 I I I
s

,, t
. ‘,

, +.

+ :r”” “’””:

!j~ -

k’ s .-

2

1[

Fig. 7, Cast EAK-46 at 1.657 gmlcc,
.592 of TMD, pressure of 21,4
GPa in the wedge, A true
transition to detonation
occurred about 35 mm free run.

14
7’ ,. .++,.,.,,.,.,. +.

*++
6 ,Wt+

+’w,m%#+%@++ -“’’’”’+”
s

4

3

2

t
1-

X (mm)

Fig, 8. Cast EAK-46 at 1.65 gin/cc,
.99 of TMD, pressure of 13.0
GPa in the wedge,
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Fig. 9. Pressed EAK-46 at 1.664 mloc,
.995 of TMD, pressure of ?0
GPa In the wedge. Transition
at 14 mm Is followed by insta-
bility, perhaps another tran-
sition or growth, finally
reaching the known high D.

.*, .,*, ,, .... b..*.,..*
. . . ,. . ...,

... -,.,,+”
.
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.-

Fig. 10 Cast EAK-42 at 1.65 gin/cc,
.984 of TMO, pressure in
wedge directly from 12.7 mm
thick Comp. B (no attenua-
tor). The plot Is inter-
preted as a failing wave.

Fig, 11. Pop-plots (solid lines) of
some-w~ll known explosives,
and runs to transitions
versus pressure In EAKs.
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In the context of Uual!ty in the
nature of sensitivity, these materials
m19ht be said to exhibit low explo\ive-
ness-- likelih.>od of escalation to very
violent reactions--but not low sensi-
tiveness. The results of Foster and
Craig (19) using a lar~e-scale (200 mm
diameter confined, 200 mm long run)
“gap test” are not antithetical to such
a description,

The effect of void space or its
lack was variable: densities were
mostly quite high, and density was
often overridden by other strong
variables. For example, fast-frozen,
fine-microstructure EAK pressed to
high den;ity was as insensitive as any
of the other hatches. yet one of the
few fast transitions to nigh O occur-
red in this material at over .99 of
theoretical maximum density.

High-energy composite propellants
can sometimes exhibit reaction struc-
ture similar to EAK in,wedge tests, as
observed from the work of Dick (20).
The slow growth of reaction in all
these materials, with failure of
EAK--most of the time--to transit in
these experiments to known steady-
state detonation velocities of 7.5
km/s afld higher, is, we suppose,
idiocratic to intermolecular systems.
The svents in the early states of ini-
tiation and growth of reaction are made
clearer by the wedge method, while the
test’s constraints on run time and
distance to maintain one-dlmensionality
and minimize confusion with diameter
effects limit definition of the final
stages before steady state.

CONCLUSIONS

Explosives physicists should find
it worthwhile to study detonation pro-
ducts ,{nd their states rr!ore compre-
hensively. Explosives chemists might
look for interrrolecular systems and
monomolecular compounds with more
hyd,”ogen fuel and less carbon fuel
even at some cost in density, a para-
meter skewing the search for new tom--
pounds toward carbon. Such new
intermolecular and compounds are
reasonably sure to be good and useful
explosives in some way, if only to
advancq detonation science,

The wedge test or some other non-
invasive experiment with internal shock
following, plus longer runs, could
provide basic data on reaction buildup
in intermolecular and other composite
systems. The data might also be useful
in the safety contexts of sensitiveness
versus explo~iverless.
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